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 Manipulated Position 
1 Two Kiddies on Railway station – lovely image of these little boys (and a girl put in at 

the side) on the railway station.  Lovely atmospherical shot and  well thought of. 

 

2nd 

MM 

2 Space compilation -  Nice idea, lovely bright pic but we felt that the spaceship could 
have been place somewhere else or it looked better without it.  Really nice try. 

 

HC 
MM 

3 Trees – Beautiful light in these trees and the carpet of leaves give it a nice glow.  

 

HC 
MM 

4 Angel of the North – Good idea well thought out but a little on the flat side and the 
feet are just say on.  We also felt that there was too much sky as he is so low down in 
the frame 
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5 Ruins - Striking little cameo shot but when enlarged it is simply not in focus.  Nice 
tones in the blacks, nice shot.  

 

 

6 Workmen - not sure what this one is about, it is colourful but cannot ‘read’ anything 
into it.  Well exposed and in focus 

 

 

7 Mono cow – crisp clear well exposed, mono pic, pin sharp, every hair on his head is 
defined.  Only thing - we felt that he is totally trapped in the frame especially with 
that string of barbed wire across his upper chest.  He is a little too tight in the frame 
as his ears are clipped off. One or two steps back would have remedied that.  
However, a lovely shot, perhaps could have manipulated the barbed wire out. 

 

 

8 Portrait of young lady - pleasant shot of girl,  We felt it was a little too dark as there is 
no distinguishing between her jumper and her hair on her right. A hand-held reflector 
would have totally lifted the complexion and the hair lights. 
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9 Lamp Standard – we feel that this is a colourful shot and pretty, but the lamp 
standard cuts the image directly in half as it is dead centre.  Then when enlarged it is 
not at all focused.   Nice idea though 

 

 

10 Beach mono scene – this is a cracking mon shot in our opinion, the tonal range is 
good and a brilliant sky.  Good quality printing, only nit pic is the horizon which should 
have been fixed as it is manipulated.   

 

HC 
PY 

11 Water feature with fish - this colourful shot we found fascinating and even though 
there are parts which are out of focus the image keeps the mind occupied going from 
one part of the pic to another.   

 

6th 

PY 

12 Mono pastoral scene - This shot we found was rather flat and dull, the weather 
probably was not kind but it looks as though the sky has been darkened down a little 
too much.  The forefront of the image has a contrast in it but it fades off as we look 
further into the scene. 
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13 Re-enactment -  This image is good in that the movement has been caught very well.  

There is texture in the uniforms and fine detail in the horses’ harnesses and things.  

   

HC 
TK 
 

14 Crusher car- a colourful image well seen and recorded.  As it is manipulated the white 
car could have been removed we felt.  In focus and well exposed. 

 

 

15 Black swan we felt that a tiny blip of flash would really have improved this image.  I 
feel it was a dull day but being a black swan and dark water it just needed a little lift.  
Pin sharp all detail in his feathers. 

 

 

16 Paraglider- Simple shot, lovely sky, action too.  Really effective and the detail in the 
man up there is brilliant.  There will have been movement obviously so this was well 
seen and captured really well. 

3rd 

AM 
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17 Paraglider and yellow field – This abstract image is, we felt a little too much, the man 

himself has become a sort of shape, nohing like the other one where 
e you can virtually see the whites of his eyes. 

 

 

18 Gun at the armoury   This is a lovely little cameo picture but sadly when enlarged, it is 
totally out of focus.   

 

 

19 Country Road - we found this one a little flat in its contrast and light and not really in 
focus.  There was a lot of road in the foreground but the first Pylon which starts the 
pattern leading into the image is cropped at the top.  
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20 Steetley pier   nice shot, one can almost feel the texture of the steel.  Love the 
reflection in the foreground water and the mist over the sea beyond Lovely shot.  
Good tones and only nit pick was the post on the left. We felt that if the 
photographer had move slightly forward it could have been missed off. 

 

4th 

TH 

21 Abstract Square - We see what it is, but personally felt that it would have perhaps 
been improved by being a proper four - sided image.  As it is, we felt that we were 
just going back to look for the top.  A good effort though, neither of us could have 
done that. So well done. 

 

 

22 Waterfall – Loved this image, cannot fault it.  Lovely colour range.  

 

1st 

TH 

23 Waterfall – lovely image of shallower falls. Lovely muted shades, good light, great 
focus and think we should all go there.  

 

5th 

TH 
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